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Legacy of this Draft

  • Applicability-oriented draft to realize HTTP-based scenarios in BIER environments

• Was in BIER WG last call
  • Returned with (very useful!) comments/feedback from application areas

• No strong interest from author set to continue on this draft due to organizational changes

Interest in original draft drove interest in creating this draft as successor albeit with more general slant
Structure of this Draft
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4. Use Cases
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Generalization towards a new communication semantic
More than just HTTP
Adapted from original draft towards supporting more general FRRM semantic
Placeholder to incorporate more from the discussions/comments received from APP area
Core Change: Introducing FRRM Semantic

FRRM semantic defined as

A datagram with source address $S$ towards destinations $D_1, \ldots, D_n$ is formed as one or more responses to adequate requests from $D_1, \ldots, D_n$ to $S$, where the ephemeral group address $R$ is defined through an identifying characteristic across all received requests from $D_1, \ldots, D_n$.

Where

identifying characteristic is an implementation-specific parameter used to distinguish among different requests (e.g., identifiers such as URIs) from any of the $D_1, \ldots, D_n$ to $S$.

The nature of FRRM multicast is inherently dynamic, i.e. multicast responses are formed in response to incoming requests and may differ in extremely short timeframes.
**Next Steps**

1. Firm up details on Sections 6 and 7, following the FRRM generalization

2. Incorporate comments on list from APP area review into Section 8

3. Incorporate any feedback/comments from this list on this work
Is this work (still) of relevance to this group?

Is this work more widely applicable beyond this group (i.e. the FRRM semantic)? If so, any thoughts?

Are there any contributors to this work out there, willing to drive the draft forward?

THANKS!

QUESTIONS? / COMMENTS?
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